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This paper continues the search to determine for what exponents II Fermat’s Last 
Theorem is true. The main theorem and Corollary I consider the set of prime 
exponents p for which mp t 1 is prime for certain even integers m and prove the 
truth of FLT in Case 1 for such primes JJ. The remaining theorems prove the 
inequality of the more general Fermat equation bX” t cl”’ = dZ”. 
In this paper I prove that for any even integer m for which 3q(m) > m, if p 
is any prime sufficiently large for which mp + 1 = 4, q a prime. then the 
equation Xp + Yp = Zp has no solutions in integers X, Y, Z, where pCXYZ. I 
then consider the more general Fermat Equation bX” + cY” = dZ” for 
certain integers b, c, and d, where n is any positive integer sufficiently large 
for which mn + 1 = q, q a prime, and prove that said equation has no 
integral solutions X, Y, Z. 
While the equation Xp + Y” # Zp, where mp + 1 = q, q a prime and 3j’m. 
has already been considered by Krasner [ 2 I. his proof is different and cannot 
be applied to the more general equation bX” + cY” = dZ”. See also 
Ribenboim [ 7 1. 
In my proofs I make use of two algebraic concepts-that the elements of a 
cyclic group may be added together in polynomial form, and that if a 
polynomial is irreducible over the rationals. then any other rational 
polynomial of lesser degree that is divided into it must leave a non-zero 
remainder term. 
THEOREM 1. For any eoen integer m for which 3q(m) > m, if p is arz)’ 
prime suflcientlv large for which mp + 1 = q, q a prime, then the equatiorz 
Xp + Yp = Zp has no solutions in integers X, Y, Z, where p,jXYZ. 
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Proof 
LEMMA 1. For any odd prime q and for m anv positive integer 22 for 
which m/(q - l), let H(q, m) represent the group of mth power residues 
modulo q, i.e., the set of positive integers b < q for which xm E b mod q has 
an integral solution. Then H(q, m) is isomorphic module q to Z(q - l/m), the 
cyclic group module q having q - l/m elements in multiplicative form. 
This result follows directly from Theorems 2.34-2.39. Niven and 
Zuckerman, 151. 
LEMMA 2. For any even integer m for which 39(m) > m. for am’ integers 
j and k for which 0 < k < j < m, and art]’ odd prime q sufJciently large, there 
does not exist an integer a for which a belongs to the exponent m mod q and 
for which aj f ak f 1 = 0 mod q. 
Proof of Lemma 2. Sublemma. Suppose such an integer a does exist, 
where d(a) = aj f ak f 1 E 0 mod q. Then the existence of such an integer a 
implies the existence of integers j’ and k’ < cp(m) satisfying 
ai’ * ak’ f 1 E 0 mod q, where aj’ f ak’ f 1 = either d(a), d(a) . a”!‘-‘, or 
d(a) . am’2-k. 
Proof of Sublemma. That a belongs to the exponent m mod q implies 
that amI2 E - 1 mod q. Wlog j, k, (m/2. since, if j > m/2, then j, = j - m/2 
satisfies ai = ajl im/’ G - aj mod q, with j, < m/2, and we would use j, 
instead of j in the exponent of d(a). Similarly for k. If j < cp(m), we are 
done-the degree of d(atj, <q(m). 
(1) Now suppose ja q(mtwe have m/3 < q(m) < j < m/2. d(a) . 
a m/Z-j = _ 1 + aCk+m12-.i) f acm”-j). If the exponent (k + m/2 -j’) < q(m), 
we are done since (m/2 -j) also <p(m). 
If the exponent (k + m/2 -j) > q(m), consider the product d(a) . am’2pk = 
_ ati-k) + aCm/2-k) + 1. Since (k + m/2 - j) > rp(m), (j - k) < m/2 -- rp(m) < 
y(m) since m/2 < 2yl(m), given that m/3 < q(m). Now we must show that the 
exponent (m/2 - k) < cp(m). We know that from the inequality of (1) above 
m/2 + m/2 -j C m/2 + m/6 = 2/3m C 2q(m), since m/2 -j < m/2 - m/3 = 
m/6. Thus m/2 -j < 2y7(m). Since by hypothesis the exponent 
(k + m/2 - j) Z p(m), -k+j-m/2<-(o(m) implies m/2k - k < 
m - p(m) - j = m - j - q(m) < 2q(m) - cp(m) = p(m). 
Thus one of d(a), d(a) . am/‘-j, d(a) . am’2-k satisfies the property that its 
exponents of a, i.e., j, k, or k’, k’, for some j’, k’, <(p(m). Thus, assuming 
integers j, k, exist for which aj f uk f 1 = 0 mod q, Wlog we may consider 
j, k, <q(m). This completes the proof of the sublemma. 
(2) For any even positive integer m > 2, the cyclotomic polynomial 
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F,(x) zz ,pm’ + . . . ,yc + . * * + 1 is a manic polynomial having rational coef- 
ficients which is irreducible over the rationals. 
(3) Furthermore, that a belongs ot the exponent m mod q implies that 
F,(a) = a”(m) + . . . a’ + . . . + 1 E 0 mod q since there exists no integer n 
with n 1 m and n < m for which a” z 1 mod q. See Niven 141. 
Setting d(a) = aj f ak i 1, and noting that j, k, <q(m), by long division 
we get F,(a) = Q,(a) 4~) + r,(a), where r,(a) # 0 because F,(a) is 
irreducible over the rational& from (2) and deg r,(a) < deg d(a). Continue 
by long division until we have F,(a) = Q*(a) r,(a) + r*(a) where rz(a) # 0 
and deg ~~(0) < deg r,(a) and so on to where 0 = deg ~,,(a) < 
deg rh- ,(a) < ... deg r,(a) but rh(a) # 0. Denote rh(a) by rh since rh is 
independent of a, for some h. (Note that d(a) is of non-trivial degree since if 
j = k = 0, then d(a) = f 1, k3 mod q, contradicting d(a) = 0 mod q.) 
For any rational fraction e/f denote e as Num(e/‘) andfas Denom(e/f). 
Pick an odd prime q sufficiently large so that q > Denom iQ,(a)l, 
Denom 1 r,(a)I, Denom 1 Q*(a)l, Denom / r?(a)l,.... Denom / Q,(a)l, Denom / rh / 
and Num Ir,i. Such a prime q can be chosen because Denom 1 Qi(a)i, 
Denom Iri(a)l, and Num Irh/, 1 < i < h. are functions of the fixed integer m 
since obtained in a finite number of divisions which is <m. 
Thus from (2) and (3) above, we have F,(a) 3 d(a) = 0 mod q’ 
Num I r,(a)1 = 0 mod q + Num / r*(a)1 = 0 mod q + . . . Num / rhl = 0 mod q. a 
contradiction. This proves Lemma 2. 
Now suppose there exist integers X, Y, Z for which Xp + Y” = Z”, where 
for any even integer m for which 39(m) > m, p is an odd prime for which 
mp + 1 = q, q a prime, and p,jXYZ. From Lemma 1, H(q. q - l/m), the 
group of q - l/mth power residues modulo q. is isomorphic mod q to Z(m), 
the cyclic group modulo q with m elements denoted by 
2 3 a, a , a-,..., a”’ = 1 mod q for some integer a. (Wlog we may consider a’ the 
same integer as that used in the proof of Lemma 2 above.) Thus if qi;XYZ 
we have: 
(4) x9- ‘l’tl = a’ mod q, YyP ‘lrn = a’ mod q, Zqm Irn E a’ mod q. for some 
integers r, s, t, so that we have ar + us E a’ mod q + ,.i k uh i 1 z 0 mod q, 
factoring out a”, where w = min(r, s, t) and 0 < k Q j < m. From Lemma 2, 
for q sufftciently large, and hence, for p sufftciently large, no such integer a 
exists satisfying both urn = 1 mod q and d(a) = ai f ak f 1 = 0 mod q. Such 
a q may be chosen suffkiently large for all possible combinations j, k. <m 
satisfying the congruence d(a) = 0 mod q by virtue of any solutions X. Y, Z, 
that may exist. Thus q / XYZ is the only other possibility. 
But if q I XYZ, then, by Furtwangler’s Theorem, qp = q mod p2 + 
(mp+ l)“=(mp+ l)modp’, a contradiction since (mp + 1)” = 1 mod p2 
and mp f 0 mod p2 for q, and hence for p, chosen suffkiently large so that 
p > m. Q.E.D. 
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Sophie Germain proved this result for q = 2p + 1 and Legendre published 
it in 1823, as well as elementary proofs for q = 4p + 1, 8~ + 1, 10~ + 1, 
14p + 1, 16p + 1, as noted by Ribenboim [7]. 
COROLLARY 1. For any odd prime q = lop + 1, where p is prime. the 
equation Xp + yp = Zp has no integral solutions where p%XYZ. 
Proof F,,(x) =x4 -x3 +x2 - I + 1 is irreducible over the rationals. 
See Niven, [4]. From Lemma 2, and the proof of the above theorem, the 
existence of such solutions X, Y, Z, implies the existence of integers j. k, <4 
for which aj f ak f 1 E 0 mod q, where a’” = 1 mod q and hence 
F,,(a) E 0 mod q for some integer a. By long division of F,,(a) by d(a) = 
ai A ak f 1, then by r,(a), r2(a), and r3(a) = r3 for all possible combinations 
ofj and k. it is found that by picking q and hence p, >421 > r3 we reach a 
contradiction as in Lemma 2. Thus no such primes p exist in Case 1 for 
p > 421. For p < 421, it is known that no such solutions X, Y, Z, exist 
either, since 2pp’ f 1 mod p2. See Wieferich [ 8 1. 
The proof is similar for any primes q = 2p + 1, 4p + 1, 8p + 1, 14~ + 1. 
COROLLARY 2. For an-y even integer m > 2 for which 3q(m) > m, tf p is 
an odd prime and n f 0 mod p is anv positive integer for which np is 
sufficiently large and for which mnp - 1 = q, q a prime, then the equation 
X”P - Ynp = Z”P has no solutions in positive integers X, Y, Z, where pl;XYZ. 
This is but a more general statement of the above theorem, in which n = 1, 
the proof being the same. 
In fact, for any odd prime p there exists an infinite set of pairwise 
relatively prime positive integers n for which Xnp + Y”p # Z”” and pj’XYZ. 
See Powell [6]. 
THEOREM 2. For any even integer m for which 3q(m) > m, if n is any 
positive integer suflciently large for which mn + 1 = q, q a prime, and b, c. d 
are integers for which b f c f d # 0 and b # fc, c # kd, b # kd, then the 
equation bX” + cY” = dZ” has no solutions in integers X, Y, Z. 
Proof. 
LEMMA. For any even integer m for which 3p(m) > m, for any integers 
r. s, and t *for which 0 < r, s, t < m, and any odd prime q sufficiently large, 
there does not exist an integer a for which a belongs to the exponent m 
mod q and for which g(a) = ba’ f ca’ f da’ = 0 mod q; b, c, d defined as 
above. The same holds true zfg(a) = ba’ f ca’, ba’ f da’, ca’ f da’. 
Proof of lemma. The lemma is a more general statement than that of 
Lemma 2 to Theorem 1, the proof following in similar fashion, as follows: 
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Note that if I = s = t, g(u)/a’ = b + c f d, g(u)/u’ = b f c, g(a)/a’ = b * d, 
g(a)/a’ = c f d, hence f 0 mod q for q sufficiently large. Similarly / bl, 
1~1, IdI f 0 mod q for q sufficiently large >lbl, lc(, Idl. 
If one or more of Y, s, t > 0, where r, s, t are not all equal, then g(u) = 
ba’ k ca’ k da’ is a non-trivial polynomial in LI, if a”‘ is factored out where 
M’ = min(r, s, t). So are g(a) = ba’ k cu’, g(u) = ba’ f da’, g(u) = ca” * da’, 
if r # s, r # t, s # t, respectively, if a”’ is factored out of these. (As in 
Theorem 1 above, Wlog we may assume deg g(a) < q(m), where 
3c@) > m.1 
Thus for q sufficiently large, that both g(u) = 0 mod q and a”’ = 1 mod q is 
an impossibility, the proof of which follows in similar fashion to Lemma 2 of 
Theorem 1. This establishes the lemma. 1 
Now suppose there exist integers X, Y, Z, for which bX” + cY” = dZ”. 
where for any even integer m for which 3q(m) > m, n is an odd integer for 
which mn + 1 = q, q a prime. 
From Lemma 1. Theorem 1, H(q, q - l/m), the group of q - l/m’h power 
residues modulo q, is isomorphic mod q to Z(m), the cyclic group modulo q 
with m elements denoted by a, a’. a’..... a”’ 3 1 mod q for some integer a. 
Thus, if qi;XYZ we have: 
(5) bXyp”” s ba’ mod q, cYy “m = ca’ mod q, dZ”- I”’ = da’ mod q, for 
some integers 
(6) r, s, t, so that we have ba’ t ca” + da’ = 0 mod q. 
From the lemma, for q sufftciently large, and hence, for n sufficiently 
large, no such integer a exists satisfying both g(a) = 
bar+ ca’ + du’=Omodq and urn = 1 modq. Such a q may be chosen 
sufficiently large for all possible combinations r, s, I < m satisfying the 
congruence g(a) = 0 mod q by virtue of any solutions X, Y, Z that may exist. 
Thus q/XYZ is the only other possibility. 
If q is greater than the I bl, /cl, ldl, q does not divide bed. If q/XYZ, let q” 
be the greatest power of q dividing simultaneously X”, Y”, Z”. Then if X7 = 
X”lqflk, Y; = Yn/q”k, Z; = Z”/qnk, q divides at most one of X,, Y,, Z, . Thus 
if q divides X, Y, Z Wlog we may assume q divides only one of X, Y. Z. 
Therefore if q/XYZ, with q > Ibl, ICI. IdI, then from (5) and (6) above. we 
have either 
(7) g(u) = ba’ t cu‘ = 0 mod q, 
g(u) = cur + da’ = 0 mod q, or 
g(u) = bu’ + da’ f 0 mod q, for some integers r, s, t. 
Again, from the lemma, for q suffkiently large. and hence. for II 
suffkiently large, no such integer a exists satisfying both g(u) = 0 mod q and 
a”‘= 1 modq. Q.E.D. 
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EXAMPLE. For any even integer m for which 3p(m) > m, if n is any 
positive integer sufficiently large for which mn + 1 = q, q a prime, the 
equation 3X” + 5Y” = Z” has no solutions in integers X, Y, Z. 
Comments. Note that there is no restriction in the statement of 
Theorem 2 that the exponent (n, XYZ) = 1, and that the use of Furtwangler’s 
Theorem is completely unnecessary. The proof thus follows from only 
elementary considerations. 
COROLLARY. For an?’ integers b, c, d, for which b # kc, c # *d. b # id, 
b i c + d # 0, the equation bX” + cY” = dZ” has no solutions in integers 
X, Y, Z, for infinitely rnanJ> pairwise relatively prime exponents n. 
Proof Pick n, = (q, - 1)/2 where q,>lbicidl, lb*cl, jckdl, 
lb* dl, Ibl, 1~1, Idl, q,--1 mod4 a prime. Note that bX”I +cY”lf dZ”Ifor 
any integers X, Y, Z, since X”1, Y”1, Z”’ c i 1 mod q, implies b = c f d = 
0 mod q, a contradiction. Similarly if one of X, Y, Z = 0 mod q, , then b k c, 
or bkd. or cfd-Omodq,, a contradiction. (Wlog we may assume at 
most one of X, Y, Z = 0 mod q, factoring out the highest power of q dividing 
X, Y and Z.) Then by Dirichlet’s Theorem pick n, = (q2 - 1)/2, where 
q2 f -1 mod 4n,, q2 > ql, pick n3 = (q3 - 1)/2, where q3 E -1 mod 4n, II?, 
and so on with qi > .‘. q3 > q2 > q1 to generate an infinite set of such 
pairwise relatively prime exponents ( ni}, i = 1, 2,... satisfying bX”g + 
c Y”i # dZ”I. Q.E.D. 
Conjecture. For any positive even integer m and for any integer II 
sufficiently large for which mn + 1 = q, a a prime, the equation 
bX” + cY” = dZ” has no solutions in positive integers X. Y. Z, where b, c. 
and d are non-zero integers. 
This is a somewhat more general statement than that of the main theorems 
above. * 
THEOREM 3(A). For any odd prime p for tilhich 3q(p - 1) > (p - 1). 
there exists a positive integer t for which the Fermat Equation 
X”’ + Yp’ = Zp’ has no solutions in integers X, Y, Z, where p)XYZ. 
Proof: As in Lemma 1 to the theorem, for any positive integer t, let 
H(p’+ ‘, p’) represent the group of pt th power residues modulo p” ‘, i.e., the 
set of positive integers b < p” ’ for which Xp’ = b mod p’+ ’ has an integral 
solution. Then H(p”‘. p’) is isomorphic mod p’+ ’ to Z( p - l), the cyclic 
group mod p’+ ’ having (p - 1) elements. 
The proof is then identical to that of Theorem 1, with q in Theorem 1 
replaced by p” ‘, m replaced by p - 1, and “q sufficiently large” replaced by 
“t sufficiently large and hence p’+ ’ sufficiently large.” 
* A recent paper by Gerd Faltings [ 91 establishes that FLT for exponent N > 2 and 
generalized FLT for II > 3 have at most only finitely many integral solutions (X. ): Z). 
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Note that instead of (o(q) = q - 1 = mp as in Theorem 1, we now have 
$9(p”l)=pI(p- l)=(p- 1)p’. 
Since the set of primes p for which 3~44~ - 1) > (p - 1) is infinite, 
Theorem 3(A) is true for infinitely many primes p. 
THEOREM 3(B). For any odd prime p for which 3y?(p - 1) > (p - l), if 
b, c, d, are integers for which b k c f d # 0, b # kc, c # kd, and b # *d, 
there exists a positive integer t for which the equation bXP’ + cYp’ = dZp’ has 
no solutions in integers X, Y, Z. 
Proof: The proof is identical to that of Theorem 2, with q replaced by 
P It i, m replaced by p - 1, n replaced by p’, and “q sufficiently large” 
replaced by “t sufficiently large, and hence, p’+’ sufficiently large.” 
EXAMPLE. The equation 5X” + 2Y” = Z” has no solutions in integers 
X, Y, Z. Note that 3o(3 - l)= 3y1(2) = 3 > 2. If 3,/‘XYZ, X’, Y3, Z” = 
f 1 mod 9, so that 5 f 2 * 1 = 0 mod 9, an impossibility. If 3 IXYZ, then 
either 5 f 2, or 5 + 1, or 2 + 1 = 0 mod 9, an impossibility. 
Although Theorems 3(A) and 3(B) require a stronger hypothesis than that 
of the theorems of Maillet [ 3] and Hellegouarch [ 11, the ideas used here are 
much simpler, without the complexity of the use of the class number of 
cyclotomic fields. Furthermore Theorem 3(B) states a more general result in 
coefficients b, C, d, without the restriction that p,j’XYZ. Additionally, the 
equations of Theorems 3(A) and 3(B) are incongruent mod p’- ‘. 
Note added in proof: Ribenboim [ 101 has proved that the condition 3o(m) > m of 
Theorems I and 3(A) above may be replaced by the weaker condition 3km. using the fact 
that e2ni/m is a primitive mth root of I of the cyclotomic polynomial F,,(.u). 
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